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Abstract: There are many risks for computer systems in network. One goal for developers is designing a
management system for threaten risks. However most risks can not be resolved, managing of risks is
appropriate approach to empower the system. In this paper, a new method for risk management base on
fuzzy logic is presented. Management of risks includes recognition of assets and evaluation of risks for
them. In presented method all steps are doing with a fuzzy system. Fuzzy systems allow us to more
flexible. Other feature of fuzzy system is the ability to use various opinions. Actually, opinions of
stakeholders of computer system are proper resources to manage the risks.
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occurring and the likelihood of loss or
failure should it occur. There are numerous
risk analysis methodologies available today,
some qualitative and other are quantitative.
Since the all organizations need to a system
to analyze risks in dynamic environment and
with ambiguous concepts, this paper
presents a new way for risk analysis.
Another problem in risk analysis is decision
about proper weights for assets. The
objective of this paper is developing risk
analysis approach with fuzzy system.
Presented approach help developers to
protect their systems easier and more
efficient.
Fuzzy system has two features for risk
analysis. Firstly, adaptation to dynamic
environment and secondly using the
linguistic rules, so experts concerns with
security problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow:
section 2 is about background. Section 3
introduces fuzzy system briefly. Proposed
algorithm is presented in section 4. Section 5
discussed about experimental results and
section 6 is conclusion.

Introduction

Nowadays,
computer
systems
have
important role in business and other fields.
Security of computer systems is a critical
part. All components of computer systems
involve with security concept, because
security is a property of entire system. It is
essential that all components and employees
adapt to security policies. Security policies
are covered by the ISO 27001 standards.
The objective of security is protection of
computer systems from risks. Computing
security in an important concern for
researchers and working on issues of
technology and development. Although we
do not argue that all threats in the
developing world can be recognized,
analysis of risks is important to
understanding threats. In computer systems
key role belongs to assets. Assets are
defined as anything that has value to the
organization [2]. Assets are vulnerability
against risks. Risk management is a
discipline that exists to deal with nonspeculative risks. Those risks are done only
when a loss can occur [3]. Risk analysis is
the estimation of the probability of an event
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management of resources in a company.
OCTAVE has tree phases: 1-build assetbased threat profile 2-identify infrastructure
vulnerabilities 3-develop security strategy
and plan [11]. Main objective of CORAS is
to develop a framework that exploits
methods for risk analysis, semi formal
methods for object-oriented modeling’. The
methodology is based on UML. The ISRAM
methodology is marketed as a quantitative
approach to risk analysis that allows to the
participation of the manager and staff of the
organization. The CORA risk model uses
data collected about threats, function and
asset, and the vulnerabilities of the functions
to calculate the consequence. [12] introduces
new concepts to reuse and combine results
of the CORAS method for risk analysis.
Risk analysis is done for individual
components. There exists ISO standards
which explain the theoretical risk analysis
approach and provide generic guidance on
choosing security objectives, like the ISO
27000 standards family, however they do
not describe the practical aspects. [10]
proposes a formal model for the quantitative
risk assessment with the usage of measures
and metrics. A metric is an abstract
subjective
attribute
derived
from
measurement. Metrics measure the attributes
of entities. Authors of [14] use a Bayesian
Network (BN) to define the risk factors.
They present relationship between risks via
a case study. [15] analysis five dimensions
of information security then uses fuzzy sets
to risk priority.

Background

Network security estimation is to detect
computer system or network facilities to find
security holes and vulnerability possibly
imposed by hacker, take measures earlier,
and protect network system from threats.
The aim of security risk assessment is to
comprehend where the current and future
risks are, estimate security threat and the
influence extent brought by them, and
provide gist for establishment of security
policy, and foundation and running of
information system [4, 8]. [6] shows that it
is possible to improve the security of a
system by applying program transformations
to the existing code base. Bottino (et al.
2006) suggests architecture for secure
computers [1]. Risk management plays a
critical role in protecting an organization’s
information assets from security risks [5]. In
order to achieve at least an analytical
tractability, we need to separate the problem
into three major parts: 1-attack and failure
modeling 2-impact modeling 3-recovery
modeling. Probabilistic approaches can be
used to build impact models and estimate
the loss due to system failures. The objective
of [7] is thus to present and discuss several
useful reliability models dealing with the
availability analysis of information systems.
Two major reasons have triggered the
development of this work: (1) lack of a
holistic approach to network reliability
analyses in the current literature and (2) to
enhance the knowledge of formal reliability
analysis in the computer engineering
discipline. There are number of approaches
that trace the system about risk analysis. [9]
compares the performances for 4 of them.
OCTAVE concentrates on assets, threats and
vulnerabilities. One of the main concepts is
self-direction. This means that people in the
organization must lead the information
security risk evaluation. OCTAVE is a
methodology that improves the decision
making process concerning protection and
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Fuzzy System

More previous works can not adapt to real
world needing, because they follow crisp
steps (include recognizing environment,
recognizing assets, weighting assets,
weighting risks and so on). In this model,
fuzzy system is used for its ability in
modeling the non-crisp concepts. Fuzzy
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great and distributed. The great system has
numbers of stakeholders. Actually, each
stakeholder participates to development of
system. Final system (final result after
development phase) also has numbers of
components and each of them has some
risks individually. For each component of
system, all its stakeholders have opinions
and their opinions must be respected.
Actually opinions of stakeholders follow
priority and this priority must be done.
In other side, system is doing an
environment with various risks. There are
two main sources to specify the risks and
their weights. First source is the experiments
of the environment. Suppose environment
(network) has five nodes: ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’
and ‘E’. These nodes became disabling 3, 2,
1, 1, 2 times in special period respectively.
If this experiment is kept in a log, we know
nodes ‘C’, ‘D’ are more reliable than nodes
‘B’, ‘E’ and node ‘A’ is worst reliable than
other ones. The second resource for
specifying the environment risks is set of
expert opinions. In this paper stakeholders
have the role for writing and retrieval
experiments from the log.
Since network environment has risks
permanently, security of computer system
means management of risks. Therefore
problem is management of risks for a system
in distributed environment. Solving the
problem needs to number of steps. Firstly,
there is need to recognition of assets.
Experts (stakeholders) who are work in
system can guide for recognition the risks of
components in the system, but their
knowledge is declarative. Another problem
is difference of priority for stakeholders.
Thus for finding the assets needs to extract
the knowledge of stakeholders in order to
their importance.
Fuzzy system is proper tool for converting
declarative concepts to numerical values.
Indeed, fuzzy system allows more experts

systems are introduced briefly in this
section.
Fuzzy systems are knowledge-based systems
or rule-based systems [13]. Fuzzy system
consist the number of rules. Each rule relates
input(s) to output(s). Input(s) and output(s)
in fuzzy system are recognized in fuzzy sets.
Let a system with uncertainty have the input
output relation y = fs(x), where y ∈ R , and y
∈ RnX . A fuzzy system represents the
knowledge related to inputs and output by
nC fuzzy rules R1, … RC which are
expressed in the form
Ri : If (xk,1 isr Ai,1) and … and (xk,nX isr
(1)
Ai,nX) then ( yk*,i isr Bi).
Where yk=fs(xk) is an observation vector
(xk, yk) of the system; xk,j is the jth variable
of xk ; Ai,j is the membership function of
the fuzzy set for the jth variable in the i’th
rule, which determines a fuzzy number for
the j’th variable of input space; yk*,i is the
estimate of yk=fs(xk) by Ri; the operator
“and” denotes the t-norm operation between
two membership values; and “isr” denotes
the belonging of an object into a fuzzy set.
An important contribution of fuzzy systems
theory is that it provides a systematic
procedure for transforming a knowledge
base into a non-linear mapping.
The objective of non-linear mapping is
producing output(s) with input(s). Mapping
is done when there is a relation. Producing a
relation (formula) from rules is role of
Inference Engine. Researchers propose
many inference engines and each of them
has own features (strength/weakness).

4
Problem and Proposed
Algorithm
There is a computer system consists
numbers of assets. Computer system works
in the network (distributed environment).
When we say about “system”, it means there
more components connected to each other.
This situation is growing when the system is
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with different priorities participant in
recognition of assets.
The second step is finding the risks for each
component of system in working
environment. In this step, there is need to
“Learning”. “Learning” can be divided into
two classes: constraint and scoring. In
“constraint
learning”
approach,
the
experiments are recorded in a log then new
situations are compared with them and
similar record is selected. In “scoring
learning” approach, a scoring function
defined. This paper uses “scoring learning”
approach, but we use fuzzy rules insist of
scoring function.
The goal of scoring function is presenting
how well experiments are fit to analysis
system. There are two resources to help us
for this duty.
The first resource is
developers of component and the second
resource is experiments. Since a system
available in network, usual risks are
recorded in a log and this log can be used as
the resource for risk management. In
proposed algorithm, fuzzy system has the
role for defining the scoring function. In
fuzzy system, knowledge (such as
knowledge of stakeholders and experiments)
is represented with rules. Rules include two
parts. The fist part of rules (IF-part) is called
‘incipience’ and the second part of rules
(THEN-part) is called ‘consequence’. We
represent all opinion (stakeholders and
developers) and type of components in
incipience and consequence of different
rules. “Inference Engine” of fuzzy system
combines rules and then produces a result
from them.
Stakeholders are divided into three groups
according to their importance to
development the system: “lower”, “middle”
and “upper”. Each of them specified with a
fuzzy set.
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Fig. 1. Membership functions for stakeholders

System’s assets are also divided into four
fuzzy sets as named: “unimportant”,
“normal”, “important” and “vital”.

Fig. 2. Membership functions for components

‘Incipience’ of rules is type of stakeholders
and type of component. In other words, each
rule declares opinion of specific stakeholder
about a component. In ‘consequence’ there
is needed to result. Since system is based on
experiment knowledge, result is declarative.
Therefore, there is need to numbers fuzzy
sets for result. Five sets are designed for
results which are called: ‘great’, ‘very
good’, ‘good’, ‘medium’, ‘non-acceptable’.
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These outputs need to interprets with
administrative of the system.

6

In this paper, a new scheme for risk
management of computer system is
presented. Proposed scheme is based on
fuzzy system. It means, we have to define
numbers sets for ‘Incipience’ and
‘Consequence’. Indeed, there is need to
define some rules. Exact definition for
incipience, consequence and rules cause
proposed scheme specify and manage risks
for computer systems carefully. Developers
of computer systems can design and
program components when there exact
specification of risks.

Fig.3. membership functions for result

Now we can define some rules. Actually,
definition of rules is a critical role in
designing of fuzzy system, because
combination of incipiencies provides a space
to inference. Thus inference engine can
work without error, when all point in input
space has at least one rule.
1. If (input1 is upper) and (input2 is unimportant) then (output1 is great)
(1)
2. If (input1 is upper) and (input2 is normal) then (output1 is great) (1)
1 is upper) and (input2 is normal) then (output1 is very_good)
3. If (input1
(1)
4. If (input1 is middle) and (input2 is vital) then (output1 is very_good) (1)
5. If (input1 is lower) and (input2 is important) then (output1 is medium)
(1)
6. If (input1 is lower) and (input2 is vital) then (output1 is very_good) (1)
Fig. 4. rules

5

Experimental Results

Let there are 5 stakeholders (“S1”, “S2”,
“S3”,”S4” and “S5”) and 4 components
(“C1”, “C2”, “C3” and “C4”) in the system
with various types for each of them. the
output of system for 4 components is
represented in table 1.
Component
C1
C2
C3
C4

Output
great
great
very-good
medium

Table 1. outputs of the system
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